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ABSTRACT 

The usual parameter space for cxaminiDj scenarios for heavy ion fusion power plants 
has generally been based on large, slow cycling, rtietor chambers which are only marginally 
different from cbvmbera propose! for laser drivers. This paper will examine the economic 
implications cf assuming that an inexpensive', low gam pellet is available and that a suitable 
higb-reppiitios rate reactor has been devised. Interesting scenarios arc round that generate 
economically feasible power from a system with & minimum net capacity of"- 1 GWc 
compared to the larger ~~ 4 GWe required in previous studies. 
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I 1. INTRODUCTION 

The capital cost or a fusion power plant, even a low power demonstration plant, is likely 
to be so great as to seriously reduce the likely hood that, any such plant can be I\ntded. Tbia 
risk ia well known to the magnetic fusion community nnd is at least partially the cause tor 
such papers as the recent ones by Miley1' and by Lidsky.2) Heavy Ion Fusion b especially 
vulnerable to this risk because it has already gained a reputation as having the expensive 
driver with the "high buy-in cost". Utilities art known to be sensitive to the prospect 
that fusion might only be economic if constructed on a scrj.e of very large, multigigawatt 
power parks. The purpose of this paper is lo question the systems Assumptions thai lead 
to the conclusions as found, for example, in the HIBALL3! study, that an economic IDF 
power plant would comprise several large ( ~ 1 GWe) reactors and would have a total cost 
of $5-10 B. It is this author's personal opinion that, by using tvaetoi sysV«ms proposed 
for laser drivers, HIF has stumbled out:* the single most expensive spot iu the available 
parameter space. If this view is correct, it follows that HIF is not necessarily the expensive 
fusion option that it has been held to be. 

The material in the tables and figures of this paper arc preliminary vera ions of material 
planned for inclusion in the forthcoming book being edited by Beynoo.,'0 By publishing 
this material at this time I hope to get reactions from the HIP community that will be 
useful ID developing the chapter for the book. Some of the ideas and methods I have used 
are due to the work of Bohachevksy, This especially true of the scaling rules for cavity 
pumping''' that lead to the possibility of small, high-repetition rate reactors, The logic is 
very simple; if pellet yields are small enough, the reactor cavity can he small. The time 
needed for pumping must be a function of the ratio of cavity volume to the surface are*. 
If the volume is reduced, repetition rate can bu increased. Without concerning ourselves 
with tbc details of such & reactor, which is not the subject of this paper, it is nevertheless 
useful to explore the implications of having a small, rapid cycling chamber. 

2. THE ALGORITHMS 

It will be our objective in this section to suggest reasonable, simple algorithms to be 
used to find the optimum parameters for a heavy ion fusion power plant. A complete 
treatment or tub subject b not appropriate for this paper where we only seek to use 
economic arguments to suggest the direction For profitable R and D. A much more complete 
treatment or the way in which the size and cost of the optimized reactor could be found 
•was developed by Bohachevsky.6^ 
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2.1 POWER PRODUCTION 

l b find tire dependence of power eoatoti frequency, we will first find tbe oet power M 
» function of frecjtettcy. The gross power predated is 

PtffOM a* t £• (<? + 1) - % 

where f to tbe pube repetition frequency, *~>, 
E is the driver pulse energy. Mi, 
G is the peQot gain, tad 
(jl la the thermal fusion energy-io-clectric conversion efficiency. 

Since the power used by the driver is f •EJifj, -where Vd is the driver wall plug efficiency, 
the net power tviiltble for sale Is 

Ptoi = f •£-((<?+l)f l j - 1 / ^ ) -

We hive included the initial driver energy in the expression (<?+ 1) because, for the 
smail gains that are economically Interesting, the "+P u significant. Wc have not cxplicity 
included neutron multiplication and thermal gain in the reactor blanket because these 
effects can be easily included in the thermal-to-clcctric conversion efficiency. In the plots 
that will follow this discussion, we will use -Vi% for this efficiency, which is only conservative 
if such effects are Included. Unless a direct conversion system b developed, a.i suggested 
by Lasche,7' tbe only way to significantly increase the conversion ollkicncy beyond -10% 
is with higher temperatures. Conventional fission reactors do not operate at much over 
700* K because of corrosion problems. If there is any liquid lithium in the reactor, higher 
temperatures are probably ruled out both because or corrosion and because the vapor 
pressure may interfere with beam transport, 

2.1 YiBM> 

It is customary to use the gain curves published by Handler n n).,R) t<> find the 
functional dependence for G, We are intemied in the gain at the low mi of >ln- gain 
curves. Examinatk& of tneae eutvea, shown elsewhere in thb prorwfens?, shows thai ih#jr 
can be represented by the simple function 

G = A • E. 

where A = 10 is consemtWe and A = 20 is bring predicted by remit lareet design 
calculations. Thb function is reasonably valid for the single shdl curves is the range 1.0 
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< E(M J) < 4.0. Note that this meaas that pellet fusioa yield fe proporttont to E-sqttaredV 
a mueb steeper function t ins osualh/ considered because of U» flattening tbkt ocean at 
tugber drWer energy. Tfee steepness of tbe gam « m means that, Jo effect tbe uncertainty 
u greater and the threshold for ignition may not be as tow as one megajoule. 

2,3 DRIVER EFFICIENCY 

The driver efficiency, tfj, will have a dependence on pulse repetition rata. Thb is 
tircftusf some systems operate continuously even for a tow duty cycle machine. Tbe usual 
t'Ktittmfc fir a.rici) efficiency for a heavy ton accelerator applies at full design pulse rate. 
The maximum nuke rote far heavy ion accelerators is probably In the 60>IOO ppa range 
unless special provision is made. The power delivered is proportional to the pulse rate 
and the power used by the driver is given by the base power, P, added to the power that 
depends on pulse rate. Typical HIP scenarios have claimed about 2693 efficiency for the 
accelerator system (the original IIIHALL study bid 26.79c). If 25% in assumed as the 
ultimate efficiency for unlimited repetition rate, end the base power is assumed to equal 
the pulse energy per second (i.e., 3 MW for a 3 MJ driver), then 

V d = r / ( I . 0 + 4.0 • f). 

2.1 DIUVBH COSTS 

li Ins generally hern fount! that coat estimates for heavy ion induction llnacft have 
been lower than tliren for rf linnc/storajre ring systems with similar jipcciftcations. In a 
paper presented by the LHL group at Palftlscau,0' a four-beam magnetically focused 11DM 
nm described. The total cost given was about tlOOO million. Principal parameters were; 

,3 MJ ISO T\V 10 GeV 300 uC Ilg+l 8.3 I D - 6 m-rad 

This design used magnetic forusing fur the entire linac snd used only 0.4 for the space 
rharp' tune shift farter, i.e.. O0-i)cgre«i tune shift at «ro current anil 24*d«frces at full 
current. This focusing scenario, and several other similarly conservative assumptions, mark 
ibis design TO the sort of conservative machine that would be constituted as a *oac-of« 
n-kind" research mnchinc, but not for * "power plant" driver. The LHL paper goes on 
to MiggeM a list of innovation:* that need to be demonstrated, but that all put together, 
cnuld reduce (he cent by .WJ. The list of innovations included more muttiple beams, 
flcttrtistaiic fiwusinK is the low-energy part of the linac, higher tune shift (60° to 12*), 
•iKTrast'd caul lance, etc. 
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It is noteworthy that preliminary experimental results have confirmed that it t» IMMMMC 

to transport a beam with the space charge tune shift from ©0* to 12", and testa arc 
progressing to extend this limit as low as possible. Also, current thinking for the High 
Temperature Experiment stiggcrt* that a 16-bcam system could he ascd. This would make 
it possible to transport the pulse in 16 separate beam lines all the way to the target without 
ever splitting or combining beamlots, The LDL estimate was in 1070 dollars, and included 
only the Uoac and not the linsl transport and the "injector", i.e., zero to 50 MeV. 

Escalation can be estimated using the "official" high energy physics construction ex
perience, These are: 1880; 10,5%, 1DSI; 9,\%, 1082; B.8% and 1083; C" (estimated). 
Compounded, Ibis becomes 3S?6 Tor 1P70 thru 1083. 

An estimate Tor the 50 MeV injector, obtained privately from LBL, using the same 
conservative technology, came to $300 million. This cost is a direct consequence of the 
difficulty encountered in trying to get as intense heavy ion beam started using conventional 
accelerator technology. There arc several proposals for lower cost injectors, including; 
electrostatic focused multiple bcamlets (similar conceptually to Maschke's MIXJALAC), 
Pulselw, very high voltage ion sources, and rf/storagc ring hybrid injectors. Evaluating 
some of the most promising low energy systems is the main part of the accelerator it and 
D work proposed for (ho National Plan for Accelerator Inertia) Fusion.'°> 

The final transport system bas been estimated by LBL at J100 million for one reactor. 
For multiple reactors, as for instance this four chamber design of EH13ALL, part of the final 
transport system would be used is common for all chambers, and part, the final focusing 
elements, would necessarily hsve to bo replicated for each chamber. 

We can now try to tabulate the total of all these estimates. In the first column below, 
I list the estimates for present technology. In the second column, I give my best guess, 
based on the above arguments, for how much a driver for a power plant will cost. 

3 MJ Cue Present Technology Power Plant 
*M SM 

Injector 300 too 
Linae 1OO0 600 
Final Transport (one line) 100 80 
Totals 1400 780 
Escalation (thru '83) 500 aaa 
Totals 1000 1060 
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The cost scaling of heavy ion linacs hat been well established by the malty examples 
tested with MAGEF,1 1* the I.VL program far optitnuing &ad calculating Itoftc. costs. As
suming the same technology and the aamv sot of totrttraints, the llnaca scale in cost as 
energy (joules) to the 0.4 power Thv examples used to downline scaling do not usually 

include injectors or final transport systems, hill It sums tcatfotiable to expect a similar 
scaling to apply to these subsystems. We not it thftt since injecton and final transport 
systems .ire much less custly than the main lintic, the error that will result If the sealing 
exponent is wrong for these subsystems, is probably tint very significant. 

The examples in the table can be used to solvfr for tho coefficient A in a costing 
expression; 

rjiral — A • IC (mrghjitiilcn^'* 

A (present technology) — I23S nK-ga dollars 
A (power plunt) =*i (1K0 

'.»,.•> HKACTOII COSTS 

Each reactor require? a bciim transport system. ID the absence of any kind of design, 
it is impossible to estimate how much such n system might cost and, especially, if it can 
make use of pari of the system installed for (ho first chamber, i have, included $100 M in 
the cost algorithm far beam transport /or r.tch reactor after the first one. 

The cost scaling Tor reactors was estimated by Ikihachcvsky*^ to be proportional to 
the 3/2 power of the pelk-t yii-Ul. This is a very slui'M dependence and again, in the absence 
of even a concepttml design, one cannot estimate how valid it miglit he. Scaling from thv 
HIHALL reactors, about 1250 M each, inclinling n<ilno inflntinn, lor 400 MJ, the 3/8 ruin 
results in $1 M for 10 MJ and 112 M for 100 MJ. These numbers do not include pumps, 
heat exchangers and other auxiliary subsystems. Thus, even though they may be very 
wrong, they do not »crminl for » InrRc fraction of A system's cost. 

'.'.« T O T A L COST 

All tlie rest or the capital costs beyond the nuclear island of a fission reactor might bo 
the same for a fusion plant. Different authors typically Use |0,M).6/Watt for this r where 
the power figure used must he the gross power belittling recirculating power. We will use 
Sf>.5/waU, but with the warning in advance that at higher net power levels, tbfe balaDCft 
of yt»ot (HOP) component will dominate the total cost of the plant. 

The coat of the pellet factory can either be included ID the tost of the pellets, as if H 
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was s facility needed to generate fuel, like a coal mine, or it can be included in the total 
capital cost of the power plant. Unfortunately, no one has any idea of what a pellet factory 
might cost, though it has become customary to put in $200 M. We will also include $200 M 
for a pellet factory and will add an additional tost of 10.1 per pellet. For comparison, the 
H1BALL cost analysis used I0.1S per pellet, including amortization of a J200 M facility, 
but allowed only about $0,035 per pellet Tor materials and operating costs. 

Indirect costs are a major item for which there is no well established methodology. la 
the H1BALL study, which used the standard guide rules for estimating the cost of a fusion 
power plant,13) indirect costs amounted to almost 00% of the total direct cost. This is 
not so great compared to indirect costs facing a government funded project, such as on 
accelerator facility, but the reasons are very different. The governmcut funded project 
must include engineering and supervision cost, construction facilities and escalation. An 
investor-owned utility must include the engineering, supervision and construction facility 
costs, but in addition (Here are owner's costs and the cost of money during construction. 
However, because we are interested in the total cost, and the cost of clortricity, in current 
dollars, the utility costs do not include inflation. The only need Tor inflation factors is to 
adjust an old cost estimate to current dollars, as was done earlier for L1A costs. In the 
HIBALL study, the indirect costs directly related to construction (engineering, supervision 
and owner's costs) were allocated a total of 3S?o of the direct costs. For consistency, we 
will also use 3595 for these indirect*, 

The cost of money, or allowance for fundi during construction (AFDC), depends on 
the construction time, the interest rates and the work rate, i. e.t percent or construction 
completed per year. Government funded projects try to peak in the early years in order to 
reduce the impact of inflation while an investor-owned utility would try to delay the costs 
until the end of the construction period in order to reduce the cost of money. It is, course, 
customary in these estimates to assume a linear construction rate. The construction time 
presumably depends on the total size of the project. For n IIIF power plant, I would expert 
the largest component of construction, the accelerator, to determine the construction time, 
to my algorithms, I have set construction time to be & minimum of five years and have 
added a year for every $500 M over $1000 M for the accelerator direct rests. This results 
in about eight years for a HIDALL-sizcd project, which agree* with I he period used in 
that study. The interest rates used to estimate the AFDC rate should be the "deflated" 
rate, essentially the current rate minus the inflation rate. IflBAlX used l>% for this 
"deflated" rate. lo my algorithms, after consultation with utility exports at the Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPfU), [ have used a model which allows for procurement or 
funds from three sources (equities, bands and preferred stocks) in fractions and at rates 
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that have become standards for current utility estimates. The overall effect of this is that 
my rates Tor AFDC are about 75% of the effective rate used for the IUDALL study. A 
complete development of this methodology for estimating is tto Ions for this report bat 
is planned for inclusion in the book chapter referred to earlier. 

From all of the above, the total investment is given by 
CT = (1 35) (1 + AFDC) . (CD + CR + BOP + 200) ($ millions) 
where 11.3%) is the allowance for indirect costs, 
AFDC Li the allowance for funds during construction, 
CD is the direct cost of the driver, 
CR is the direct coat of the reactor, 
BOP is the direct cost of the balanee-of-plant at $0.$/watt, 
and 
$200 M is the direct cost of lbi> prlk>t factory. 

'A.1 TUB Ctis'i1 OK ISbBCTHlCITY 

Tim utility industry uses a "Icvoliied annual revenue" to calculate a cost of electricity 
fur the purpose of comparing alternative generating schemes. The purpose or a Icveliied 
quantity is to find a single value which has the same effect as a string of varying values. ID 
this mse, the. string of varying numbers in essentially the annual revenue required to pay 
bnrk iht- funds borrowed ID build the power plant. The effect whirl) is to be made the same 
is the rate of return to common equity, The coat of power in current year dollars, meaning 
after inflation has been discounted, is only equivalent to ignoimg inflation if the inflation 
rate is constant. Since we are intonated i.i a future project for whirh construction is not 
even prtiposi'd, and lifetime is SO years, il i» necessary to make nil possible simplifying 
assumptions, including constant inflation and constant annua) capacity factor. We will use 
30 years lifetime and 70 rn annual capacity fnctor. 

Tin' formalism for deriving the Jevelizud annua] revenue is too Evolved for this paper 
but, as in the case of the calculation f-r the AFDC, is planned for inclusion in the forth* 
coming book. Using the same funding assumptions that wore used to find the AFDC, and 
including an assumed Wo rate fur income tax and 3*'* for property tax and insurance, 
we find a fined charge Tate (FCH) »f WMc'c This compares to the HI** FCK used in the 
HinALI. study with cmitc different assumptions. 

The levelized annual revenue is given by 

HI = FCR VT + A' 

wherr M is all annual operating, maintenance, fuel costs, etc., in current year dollars. 
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As discussed above, we allocate $0.) pet pellet. The otlirr trrms in M are an arbitrary 
amount for fixed operating costs (only $1BM in our ease) rail an amount equal tu 2p,'i of 
the total cost, CT. 

Since there are 8760 hours per year, the total power sold is JC6Q*ACF*t'in»i(k\V), and 
the cost of electricity is 

I'lTmhfkWh) = {Ui9\RL/i»7m ACFl'netl 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

We have not gone into nmeli detail on the calculation* that result only in a general 
multiplicative factor on tolal cost, GT, The cost of power is clearly dominated by the 
capital cost ID our model, although the cost of pellets is significant at higher repetition 
rates. To show the relative costs of various components, we show a sample rase from 
computer results based on these algorithms, Figure 1 shows the cost breakdown for a 
3 MJ Linear Induction Accelerator (MA) driven power plant as a function of repetition 
rate. Although the driver capital cost does not depend on repetition rate (it is assumed 
to be designed to run up to R0 pps), all or the other elements of the system do depend 
on pulse rate, or on total power generated, which is equivalent. The steps occur when 
another reactor is added (every 20 pps), The dashed lines in Pig. 1 show the operating 
costs divided by the FOR to normalize thern to the same scale as the fraction of the capital 
costs that contribute to the cost of electricity. In this way one can see that, for instance, 
at low repetition rate the cost of power is dominated by the charges for the capital cunt 
of the driver, which is no surprise. However, the fact that the driver cost becomes a s.nall 
fraction of the total cost as early as 20 pps Ls interesting. 

In Fig. 2, we show the function for driver efficiency and the quantity ndc7 Tor pellets or 
gain 30 and 60, respectively. This plot also shows the cost of electricity for these two cases. 
]& Fig. 3, we plot the capital cost of a I gigiwatt power plant Tor Hi" two gain curves 
given earlier. This shows a minimum for a driver of 2..r)-3.0 MJ. In Kip. 1, «p show several 
curves for power cost for each pellet gain. The significant result here i* that most uf the 
benefit of high repetition rate is realized as low as 20 pps Tor the higher gain pellets and 
by 40 pps for lower gain pellets with mid-range driver energiis |— ."! MJj. Note that, from 
Fig. 2, this means qjG is less than 7.5, which is well below the 10-12 value previously felt 
necessary for economic feasibility. Thus it appears that high repetition rate may somewhat 
case the requirement on the tjdO product. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The cost* of various systems components are plotted against pulae repctitioi rate. 
Reactors are limited to 20 pps each. Operating costs are plotted on a scale propor
tional to their impact on power costs. 

2. The power cost and &>j(? product is shown for two pellet gains for a 3 MJ LIA driver. 

3. The capital eost is plotted as a function of driver energy for two different pellet gain 

curves. 

4. Power costs are shown as a function of repetition rate for two different gain curves. 

DISCLAIMER 
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and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof 
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